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Koshin Paley Ellison

UNTANGLED

Walking the Eightfold Path
to Clarity, Courage, and Compassion

Though we are seemingly more connected to our world
than ever before, many of us cannot ignore a nagging
sense of loneliness and isolation. To keep this anxiety
and discontentment at bay, we can search for
connection through unhealthy distractions, believing
these will bring us true nourishment. And yet,
loneliness is on the rise, exacting detrimental effects on
our mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual wellbeing.
Even those of us who have succeeded in the ways that
society applauds, often feel unanchored, disengaged,
and purposeless. If true pleasure is what we desire,
how do we look past the surface, to discover a life filled
with meaningful connection and genuine relationships?
UNTANGLED is a welcoming guidebook to finding
expansive ease and true joy through what is
traditionally called the eightfold path, one of
Buddhism’s foundational teachings. Psychotherapist
and Zen teacher Koshin Paley Ellison compassionately
walks readers down these eight roads, leading them on
a path of transformation and to experience true joy.
Combining teachings from both Eastern and Western
wisdom traditions, Paley Ellison equips readers with the
tools needed to untangle our tangles and make
profound change, inside and out. Infused with Paley
Ellison’s own anecdotes of his life as a young gay kid
facing abuse and discrimination, this approachable
guide will help you transform your ever day
interactions, your most intimate relationships and offers
a path for social healing. It is an ancient cure that’s up
to the challenge of healing the modern dysfunction of
our times.
Dr. Koshin Paley Ellison, MFA, LMSW, DMIN, has
devoted his life to the study and application of
psychotherapy and Buddhism in service of addressing
cultural ills. An author, Zen teacher, Jungian
psychotherapist, and certified chaplaincy educator, he
and his husband Robert Chodo Campbell founded the
New York Zen Center for Contemplative Care.

GCP Balance (Nov 2022)
256 pp
World Rights (UK rights with publisher)

PRAISE FOR
UNTANGLED
"Buddhist monk Paley Ellison (Wholehearted)
delivers an outstanding guide to the
essentials of Buddhist practice. [...] Paley
Ellison’s candid anecdotes show the
principles in action and his passion comes
through on every page. Additionally, his
theology manages to be accessible without
oversimplifying. This walks the walk."

“Koshin is a visionary spiritual leader who
brings together the medicine for fear—
bridging the divide between our values and
our actions. He gives us the soulful
prescription and the companioning needed
for integration of personal awareness, social
healing and global connectedness.”

―PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
(STARRED REVIEW)

―VAN JONES, FOUNDER OF
DREAM CORPS

“Leave it to a monk to write an unusually
thoughtful book about how to stop being
controlled by your emotions—and start
learning to observe, embrace, and harness
them.”

“Koshin Paley Ellison engages us from a life
of hard-earned wisdom, showing us a way
out of our countless tangles to a path to
freedom.”

―ADAM GRANT, #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF THINK AGAIN
AND HOST OF THE TED
PODCAST WORKLIFE
This is an indispensable new guidebook to
Buddhism’s eightfold path.”

—SUSAN CAIN, #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF BITTERSWEET
AND QUIET
“Koshin is one of my most important teachers
and friends. He’s also very funny and
courageously candid about his own personal
history and personality quirks. If you’re
looking for somebody to teach you how to do
life better, Koshin is an ace."

―DAN HARRIS, AUTHOR,
10% HAPPIER

―DANIEL GOLEMAN, AUTHOR,
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

"Oh, what a tangled web we weave when
we believe our own thoughts! Koshin Paley
Ellison shares his wisdom and passion in
Untangled. Written with truth, humor,
sometimes revealing pain, always
manifesting compassion, Untangled is a
gem.”

―SHARON SALZBERG, AUTHOR
OF LOVINGKINDNESS AND REAL
CHANGE

Bonnie Smith Whitehouse

SEASONS OF
WONDER
Making the Ordinary Sacred Through
Projects, Prayers, Reflections, and
Rituals: A 52-week devotional
SEASONS OF WONDER is a plea to view and
encounter the divine not in terms of certitude but as a
vast, unfolding mystery. Focused on the oft-forgotten
idea that mystery and marvel are essential components
of faith, each week reveals something to do - an easy
activity centered around the wonder of being alive - as
well as something to contemplate in conversation.
This book is filled with meaningful spiritual practices
like:
Uncomplicated crafts that honor creation
Simple recipes to make together
Conversation guides to cultivate the gifts of deep
listening, mystery, and community
Each week reveals how we can practice, seek, and
connect to awe, surprise, and wonder - and how awe,
surprise, and wonder bring us closer to God and closer
to one another.
At once practical and aesthetically pleasing, SEASONS
OF WONDER is a timeless book for listeners to share,
cherish, and return to time and again.
Bonnie Smith Whitehouse, PhD, is a writer and
professor who studies storytelling, creativity,
contemplation, and wonder. She is the author of
Nautilus Award winner Afoot and Lighthearted: A
Journal for Mindful Walking and Kickstart Creativity:
50 Prompted Cards to Spark Inspiration. A lifelong
Episcopalian, she has spent the last twenty years as a
lay leader of St. Augustine’s Episcopal Chapel at
Vanderbilt University. Bonnie is professor of English
and director of the honors program at Belmont
University, and she lives in Nashville with her family.

Convergent - PRH (Nov 2022)
368 pp
World Rights (UK rights with publisher)

PRAISE FOR
SEASONS OF
WONDER
“A devotional in the most all-encompassing
sense, Seasons of Wonder sets readers on a
path that leads to a year filled with more
hope, more sweetness, more grace, and more
love. Light shines from this book like a star
lamp. Like the very stars.”

“In an age of disruption, we are scrambling to
find meaningful ways to connect. Seasons Of
Wonder is a necessary and timeless gift—a
wise, big-hearted, practical invitation to carve
out time for holy gatherings with the people
we love.”

—MARGARET RENKL, AUTHOR
OF LATE MIGRATIONS AND PEN
AWARD WINNER

—IAN MORGAN CRON,
AUTHOR OF THE STORY OF
YOU

“Getting saved, in Professor Whitehouse's
vision, is becoming more whole and less
divided in our affections. She invites us to
drop the psychic burden of dualistic thinking
and to become more attuned to our own
resources, whether it's the Bible, Alanis
Morrisette, the Tao Che Ting, or an inquisitive
child in Star Wars pajamas. Receive her
eloquent witness. It is a gift.”

—DAVID DARK, AUTHOR OF
LIFE’S TOO SHORT TO
PRETEND YOU'RE NOT
RELIGIOUS
“In this lovely volume, Bonnie Smith
Whitehouse amplifies the value and beauty
of the liturgical calendar for families. This
treasure trove of activities, crafts, recipes, and
spiritual practices are tailored to each month
of the year . . . each activity is simple to
implement and yet rick with meaning and
delight.”

—JULIE BOGART, AUTHOR OF
THE BRAVE LEARNER AND
RAISING CRITICAL THINKERS
AND FOUNDER OF BRAVE
WRITER

“For all of us still trying to know God, Bonnie
Smith Whitehouse has created this
accessible, delightful, educational companion
guide . . . Drawing from contemporary
mystics, revered saints, and even pop stars,
Whitehouse invites us into a year of
sacredness, hope, and ultimately love.”

—HEATHER LANIER, AUTHOR OF
RAISING A RARE GIRL

“At a time when it has been increasingly
difficult to comfortably show up as a lover of
the Lord and an unapologetic Black woman, I
found solace in Seasons of Wonder. Bonnie
Smith Whitehouse eloquently makes space
for little old me to live an expansive life. By
removing the oft-imagined barrier between
the sacred and the secular, Whitehouse
suggests that we can find faith work
everywhere . . . I can’t praise it enough.”

—AMBER O'NEAL JOHNSTON,
AUTHOR OF A PLACE TO
BELONG

LIONHEART
PRESS

Susan Piver

THE BUDDHIST
ENNEAGRAM
—

Nine Paths to Warriorship
THE BUDDHIST ENNEAGRAM is a personal
exploration of Buddhist teachings on liberation from
suffering and how the enneagram illuminates the way.
This work is not an academic overview of interesting
correlations between the systems. Rather, it shows
how the enneagram gives powerful insight into your
unique spiritual journey—and how you can support
others in theirs.
Buddhist teacher and New-York-Times-bestselling
author Susan Piver has spent nearly 30 years in parallel
study of Tibetan Buddhism and the enneagram. Piver
masterfully weaves together two ancient schools of
wisdom and magic in a compassionate exploration of
the nine styles of traveling the path from confusion to
wisdom.
With Buddhist teachings for each of the nine types,
Piver illustrates that, no matter what your spiritual path
is (including the path of no path), the enneagram offers
profound support for living a deeply compassionate and
fiercely awake life.
Susan Piver is the New York Times bestselling author
of many books, including the award-winning How Not
to Be Afraid of Your Own Life, The Wisdom of a
Broken Heart, Start Here Now: An Open-Hearted
Guide to the Path and Practice of Meditation, and The
Four Noble Truths of Love: Buddhist Wisdom for
Modern Relationships.
Piver has been a practicing Buddhist since 1993 and
graduated from a Buddhist seminary in 2004. She is
an internationally acclaimed meditation teacher,
known for her ability to translate ancient practices
into modern life. Her work has been featured on the
Oprah show, TODAY, CNN, and in the New York
Times, Wall Street Journal and others.
In 2013, she launched the Open Heart Project, the
largest virtual mindfulness community in the world
with 20,000 members.

Lionheart Press (September 2022)
268 pp
World Rights available

PRAISE FOR
THE BUDDHIST
ENNEAGRAM
"With wisdom, creativity, and artistry, Susan
Piver brings a Buddhist lens to the spiritual
map of the enneagram. The results are
vibrant and nourishing; a banquet of insights
that help us transmute our difficult emotions
into pure expressions of our basic goodness."

—TARA BRACH, BEST-SELLING
AUTHOR OF RADICAL
ACCEPTANCE AND TRUSTING
THE GOLD
"By blending her long-time studies of
Buddhism and the enneagram, Piver supports
us to turn away from incessant selfimprovement and relax into our natural
brilliance. She assures us that everything we
seek . . .is already here."

—MARK HYMAN, MD, 14TIME NEW YORK TIMES
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR AND
FOUNDER OF
"ULTRAWELLNESS"
"Right here, in this unusual and exceptional
book, Susan takes a powerful shot at
integrating her two great pursuits—
Buddhism and the enneagram—on her
journey toward personal realization and
deepening her (and our) understanding of this
thing we call life."

DAVID NICHTERN, AUTHOR
OF AWAKENING FROM THE
DAYDREAM AND CREATIVITY,
SPIRITUALITY & MAKING A
BUCK

"Piver brings to life an ancient, seemingly
magical, wisdom for unleashing our natural
compassion, skill, and kindness."

MICHAEL CARROLL, AUTHOR
OF AWAKE AT WORK AND
THE MINDFUL LEADER

"A revelation. A genuinely novel, deeply wise,
immensely insightful, and valuable guide that
will change the way you see yourself and live
your life."

JONATHAN FIELDS, FOUNDER OF
GOOD LIFE PROJECT, AUTHOR
OF SPARKED

"The Buddhist Enneagram is audacious and
light-hearted, a brilliant foray into love and
numbers, dharma and the confounding and
courageous journey we each travel."

ALBERTO VILLOLDO, PHD,
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
SHAMAN, HEALER, SAGE AND
THE WISDOM WHEEL

RIGHTS
CONTROLLED
BY
PUBLISHER

Kat Graham, Jennifer Sodini,
Frank Elaridi, Bryant Wood
illustrated by Natalee Miller

THE MODERN
NIRVANA
ORACLE
—

From Amenti Oracle author Jennifer Sodini, and the
founders of the spirituality and wellness platform
Modern Nirvana: actress, singer, and UNHCR Goodwill
Ambassador Kat Graham, four-time Emmy-winning
journalist and energy healer Frank Elaridi, and master
breathwork instructor Bryant Wood—comes a deck for
finding clarity around the gradients of love, loss, levity,
and each chapter of the human experience.
A sensory experience inspired by avant-garde '80s
fashion, The Modern Nirvana Oracle Deck includes a
guidebook and 50 beautifully illustrated cards by
renowned artist Natalee Miller inside an elegant, easyto-travel, metallic gold box with lifting ribbon and a
magnetic closure. Each card will provide an inspiring
quote, ageless wisdom for our modern lives,
breathwork and meditations, and a mantra designed to
further activate the intentions within the cards.

JENNIFER SODINI is the author of Amenti Oracle and
writes for Rolling Stone's invite-only Culture Council.
She splits her time between Los Angeles, California
and México.
Modern Nirvana: KAT GRAHAM is an actress, music
artist, and United Nations Refugee Agency Goodwill
ambassador.Well known for her role in Vampire
Diaries, her films include Netflix's Love In The Villa
and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. She lives in
Georgia. FRANK ELARIDI is a four-time Emmy
award-winning journalist and certified energy healer.
He lives in Texas. BRYANT WOOD is an inspirational
speaker and master Breathwork instructor who lives
in California.

NATALEE MILLER is a self-taught visual
artist and multi-hyphenate based in New
England. She has worked with a variety of
musicians and lifestyle brands. Her murals
can be seen in commercial and residential
spaces globally.

Chronicle Prism (October 2022)
50 cards plus guidebook
World Rights with Chronicle

Lindsay Fauntleroy
IN OUR ELEMENT

Backlist Highlights

IN OUR ELEMENT weaves together Eastern medicine,
Western psychology, Indigenous traditions, and African
ancestral principles of spirituality. With a practical
approach that incorporates journal prompts, flower
essences, yoga poses, and music, Lindsay Fauntleroy
teaches you how to tap into the five elements for a
balanced and empowered life that aligns with your soul's
calling.

Llewellyn, August 2022
Brazililan rights sold to Pensamento
Audio rights sold to Tantor

Brian Feroldi
WHY DOES THE STOCK
MARKET GO UP?
Have you ever heard a news reporter say "the Dow rose
300 points today" and had no clue what they meant? If
the answer is yes, you're not alone! Most people are
taught nothing about investing or the stock market while
they are in school. Brian Feroldi demystifies the stock
market by explaining what it is and how it works using
easy-to-understand terms and simple examples. This
book was designed to arm ordinary people with the
knowledge that they need to build extraordinary wealth.
Choose FI Media, April 2022
Audio rights sold to Tantor

Jordan Grumet
TAKING STOCK
Learn what end of life can teach us about the secret to
financial independence and making every moment count
with this life-altering collection of tips from the host of the
award-winning Earn & Invest podcast, featuring a
foreword written by Vicki Robin, coauthor of Your Money
or Your Life.
Written by a hospice doctor with a unique front-row seat
to the regrets of his dying patients, this book will remind
you to take stock of life now, before it is too late.
Ulysses Press, August 2022
Audio rights sold to Audible

COMING SOON
THE JOY OF SLOW by Leslie Martino
A guide to "slow school joy" for parents and educators
- auction concluding September 16

IT'S NOT ALL IN YOUR HEAD by Jessica Maguire
Tap into the power of the vagus nerve to repair your
nervous system and heal from chronic pain and stress
From the expert behind IG's @repairing_the_nervous_system
- on submission in September
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